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How are attitudes formed in the 21st Century, and who sets the agenda for initial COVID-19 coverage in the United States? We explore these questions using a random sample of 6 million tweets from a population of 224 million tweets collected between January 2020 and June 2020. In conjunction with a content analysis of legacy media such as newspapers, we examine the second-level agendamelding process during the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States. The findings demonstrate that in the early weeks of the pandemic, public opinion on Twitter about the virus was distinctly different than the coverage of the issue in the traditional media. The attributes used to describe it on social media demonstrate users relying on their past experiences and personal beliefs to talk about the virus. In the 1st week of February, public opinion, traditional media, and social media converged, but traditional media soon becomes the main agenda setter of COVID-19 for 13 weeks. However, for the final 5 weeks of our sample, traditional media are taken over by social media. The findings also show that, except for a few weeks at the onset of the outbreak, Twitter users relied on their personal experiences far less than what statistical models predicted and allowed. Instead, traditional media and social media to shape their opinion of the issue.
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1. Introduction

How are attitudes formed in the 21st Century, and who set the agenda for initial COVID-19 coverage in the United States? We explore these questions using a random sample of 6 million tweets from a population of 224 million collected between January 2020 and June 2020 and a content analysis of legacy media such as newspapers. We examined the second-level agendamelding process during the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States.

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), commonly referred to as COVID-19, was first identified in December 2019 and quickly spread across the world to create, arguably, the first pandemic of the 21st Century. As COVID-19 spread worldwide, so did misinformation about the virus, its severity, associated symptoms, safety guidelines, and even the vaccines developed to fight it (Puri et al., 2020). In response to the pandemic, scholars have explored the role of media and social media in this public health crisis from agenda-setting and framing perspectives (Miller et al., 2021; Palm et al., 2021), the magnitude of spread (Kouzy et al., 2020), susceptibility of audiences and the effects of misinformation (Kim et al., 2020; Roozenbeek et al., 2020), the reasons behind acceptance of misinformation...
(Gollust et al., 2020), as well as analyses of media content about the virus (Muddiman et al., 2020). We add to this literature using a second-level “agendamelding” approach.

Our findings suggest that in the early weeks of the pandemic, public opinion about the virus was distinctly different on Twitter than the coverage of the issue in traditional media. The attributes used to describe it on social media demonstrate users relying on their past experiences and personal beliefs to talk about the virus. In the 1st week of February, public opinion, traditional media, and social media converged, but traditional media soon became the main agenda setter of COVID-19 for 13 weeks. However, for the final five weeks of our sample, social media overtake traditional media. The findings also show that, except for a few weeks at the onset of the outbreak, Twitter users relied on their personal experiences for less than what statistical models predicted and allowed traditional media and social media to shape their opinion of the issue.

2. Agenda setting and agendamelding

Agenda setting is how media organizations identify and promulgate the main issues and events for public consideration and discourse. The idea behind agenda setting can be traced back to political scientist (Cohen, 1963), who discovered that general knowledge of foreign affairs was closely related to foreign news available in newspapers; he stated that while media "may not be successful much of the time in telling people what to think, but it is stunningly successful in telling its readers what to think about" (p. 13).

McCombs and Shaw (1972) found empirical support for this idea by combining media content analysis, an audience survey, and the ranking of agendas; they called it the "agenda-setting function of the press." Since its introduction, researchers have found support for the agenda-setting effect in more than 600 peer-reviewed studies (e.g., see Griffin et al., 2014; McCombs, 2014; Kim et al., 2017; Wanta, 2019).

New communication technologies such as email, online newspapers, chat rooms, social media, and websites representing every ideological, commercial, and personal niche changed how millions, or perhaps billions, of people from around the world communicate and opened new areas for research to communication scholars (McCombs, 2005). Chaffee and Metzger (2001) argue that the idea that "on the Internet anyone can be an author" has diminished the "mass-ness" of mass media, questioning whether the media continue to set the agenda. They argue that the diversification of sources, made possible by new communication technologies, has resulted in fragmented and competing media agendas that challenge the basic assumption of the agenda-setting theory, which is that people get their information from a uniform media agenda (Chaffee and Metzger, 2001).

Academics, however, have extended their inquiries across these online domains and have found that, similar to traditional media, online media can influence an issue's salience in audiences across the country (Guo and Vargo, 2017).

Historically, the traditional media have been credited for setting the agenda for online discussions (Roberts et al., 2002), but online media have an agenda-setting power. The salience of issues in blogs, tweets, and discussion boards is as likely to precede the traditional media coverage of those issues as to follow Russell Neuman et al. (2014). The independent agenda-setting power of online media have even been observed in comparing the print and online versions of the same media outlet (Althaus and Tewksbury, 2002). Recent studies also support the notion that traditional online media and social networking websites set the agenda for one another (Haim et al., 2018).

The notion that a second-level of agenda setting also happens when the "attributes" used to describe issues in the media transfer to audiences was first tested during the 1976 presidential primaries (Becker and McCombs, 1978). Support for agenda-setting level two (Ghanem, 1997; McCombs et al., 1997, 2000; Lopez-Escobar et al., 1998; Golan and Wanta, 2001) led McCombs and Shaw (1993) to posit that the media not only tell audiences "what to think about, but also how to think about it, and consequently, what to think" (p. 65).

McCombs et al. (2000) identified "substantive" attributes and "affective" attributes that contribute to the understanding of the agenda-setting effect. Affective attributes refer to the valence characteristics of an object (i.e., positive, neutral, or negative) that draw emotional responses from the audience (Kiousis et al., 1999, 2007; McCombs et al., 2000). Substantive attributes, on the other hand, refer to cognitive characteristics that describe an object (e.g., the age of a candidate or a candidate's connection to a former president) in a manner that helps structure the news and differentiate among various topics (Kiousis et al., 1999, 2007; McCombs et al., 2000).

Second-level agenda setting has long been associated with framing to such an extent that some even consider the terms attribute and frame interchangeable (Kiousis et al., 1999). Some communication scholars define framing as the act of select[ing] some aspects of a perceived reality and mak[ing] them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item described” (Entman, 1993, p. 52). Others have defined it as “the central organizing idea for news content that supplies a context and suggests what the issue is through the use of selection, emphasis, exclusion, and elaboration” (Tannen et al., 2001, p. 3). Scheufler and Tewksbury (2007) argue that the term framing refers to the assumption that how an issue is presented and galvanized by the media impacts how the audience perceives the issue.

Weaver (2007, p. 143) observed that even in a single issue of the Journal of Communication, authors employed a wide range of “definitions of framing, including problem definitions, causal interpretations, moral evaluations, and treatment recommendations, as well as key themes, phrases, and words.” Reese (2007) noted that many studies only have the term “framing” in common. “Authors often give an obligatory nod to the literature before proceeding to do whatever they were going to do in the first place” (Reese, 2007, p. 151). Weaver (2007) cites this chasm as the reason behind the proliferation of framing studies in recent history. Despite the similarities between framing and second-level agenda setting, they are not identical processes (Weaver, 2007). McCombs (1997) believes that conceptualizing
frames as attributes and bringing framing under the umbrella of agenda setting “brings some order and parsimony to the vast literature on framing whose popularity led to highly diverse even incompatible—applications and definitions” (p. 6).

Though we focus on second-level agenda-setting and agendamelding, specifically, third-level agenda-setting warrants some discussion because it is closely related to second-level agenda-setting and a predecessor to agendamelding. The main idea behind third-level agenda setting is that each object is usually described in the media by more than one attribute. Moreover, objects are often frequently mentioned with a set of attributes, creating a linked network of objects and attributes. As a result, the salience of the networks of objects and attributes is transferred to audiences in a bundle (Guo et al., 2012).

Third-level agenda setting, also known as Network Agenda Setting (NAS), is based on the foundations of the associative network model of memory (Anderson and Bower, 1980; Anderson, 2016) as well as the cognitive network model (Santanen et al., 2000). NAS posits that the audience's cognitive representation of objects and attributes is akin to a network-like structure in which any given node (e.g., object or attribute) is connected to numerous other nodes (Guo et al., 2012).

In short, the NAS model asserts that issues can be either implicitly or explicitly linked in news coverage resulting in the construction of contextual meanings in the audience’s mind (Vargo et al., 2014a). While first- and second-level agenda setting focus on discrete objects and attributes of a bigger picture, third-level agenda setting aims to paint the whole picture of reality constructed by the news media and individuals’ cognitive maps using network analysis tools (Guo, 2012). Instead of examining the prominence of issues through frequency counts, the network agenda-setting model turns to the centrality of issues and the location of individual issue nodes in terms of how close they are to the center of a network (Vargo et al., 2014a). As a result, the unit of analysis in third-level agenda setting is a dyad—two issues or attributes mentioned together (Guo et al., 2012). The NAS model “hypothesizes that news media have the capability to construct the connections among agendas, thereby constructing the centrality of certain agenda elements in the public’s mind” (Guo et al., 2012, p. 56).

As the evolution of the Agenda Setting theory continued, Shaw et al. (1999) proposed that traditional media are not unitary agenda setters; instead, the public agenda is set through an agendamelding process. Agendamelding is premised on the notion that public agenda—or issues that the public finds salient (McCombs and Shaw, 1972)—is the result of a melding process, whereby audiences mix traditional media agendas with social media agendas (including the agenda of those they interact with in person, or via mediated means) and their own personal agenda, which exists independent of (or despite) the media agenda (Minoie, 2019; Shaw et al., 2019; Bantimaroudis et al., 2020; McWhorter, 2020). By considering an individual’s personal agenda—their predispositions toward certain issues, beliefs, and policies—an agendamelding approach allows for the study of “subcultural agendas” that “meld” with another and create “ideological bonds among community members” (Bantimaroudis et al., 2020, p. 122).

The main proposition in Agendamelding—that different types of media (sometimes called “old” and “new”) interact with one another to form the audience’s agenda—is an idea scholars have extensively explored since the 1960s (McLuhan, 1962; Schramm, 1963; Dance and Gerbner, 1967). This notion has received more attention recently with some scholars like Shaw et al. (1999) and Chadwick (2013) arguing that the interaction between media types is not always at the expense of one type of media but rather it is a process that results in a balance between various media types.

Chadwick (2013) argues that we are "in the middle of a chaotic transition period induced by the rise of digital media," (p. 4) and while the undeniable rise of internet (a “new” medium by consensus) is significant, “just as significant is the fact that television has not declined” (p. 52). This means that audiences are consuming both types of media and melding the information they receive—which is the quintessential argument in agendamelding. Similarly, Gilardi et al. (2022) compared three different streams of agendas from different traditional and social media sources during the Swiss national elections and found that neither leads the other two in terms of setting the agenda more than it is led by them.

Shaw et al. (2019) offer a statistical approach—the “agenda community attraction” (ACA) to calculate the contribution of each source of agenda. The ACA calculates the contribution of the personal agenda to the public agenda, given the traditional media’s agenda-setting correlation. The ACA makes it possible for researchers to measure the extent to which traditional sources of information like newspapers and television broadcasts contributed to opinion formation about COVID-19 in the United States and social media’s contribution.

The Agenda Community Attraction formula (Shaw et al., 2019) is formally written as:

\[
ACA = 1 - [(AS_1)^2 + (1 - AS_1)^2]
\]

Where \(AS_1\) represents the agenda-setting correlation between traditional media agenda and the public agenda. \(1 - AS_1\) represents an estimation of the agenda-setting correlation between horizontal media agenda and the public agenda—which, when available, can be replaced by the actual observed correlation between horizontal media agenda and the public agenda (Shaw et al., 2019).

The formula includes the power of the correlation between traditional (or vertical) media (\(AS_1\)) and the audience. The formula also recognizes that in most cases, social (or horizontal) media play a role in setting the agenda—which is the difference between \(AS_1\) and a perfect agenda-setting effect (or 1.00). Weaver et al. (2010) posited that the effect not accounted for by traditional (vertical) media—\((AS_1)^2\)—or social (horizontal) media—\([(1 - AS_1)^2]\)—is the result of the individual’s personal preferences—e.g., their judgments, voting history, and beliefs, which has been empirically tested in several studies (Minoie, 2021).

Thus, the outcome of the ACA formula is an estimate of the contribution of the personal agenda—or audiences’ personal preferences, beliefs, and experiences—to the public agenda. Traditional (vertical) media are gate-kept sources of information that disseminate information to the public (e.g., newspapers, books, television newscasts, and social media posts by traditional media
accounts). Social (horizontal) media are sources of information that may or may not be gate-kept but disseminate information to a particular target audience (or niche audience) rather than the public at large (although the information may be accessible by the public at large, it is intended for interested parties). This would include, for example, specialized or trade magazines, word-of-mouth, blogs, or social media posts by users who are not media professionals.

For example, if in a given context the traditional agenda-setting correlation is a relatively strong 0.85, then ACA = 1 – [(0.85)² + (1–0.85)²], or ACA = 0.255. If an independent measure of the social (horizontal) media's agenda setting correlation is available, it would take the place of (1–0.85). Figure 1 displays the relevant components of the ACA formula and how each contributes to the overall concept.

From a practical perspective, citizens’ main concern while trying to get information and form their own opinions about any crisis—including COVID-19—is whose information can be trusted and how that information confirms or revises prior attitudes. This project helps fill this gap by adopting an agendamelding approach by studying social media content about the virus in conjunction with a content analysis of traditional media in the United States over 6 months starting from January 2020, shortly after the virus was first identified, through June 2020, when many states lifted their original stay-at-home orders.

Implementing this approach has several implications for the scientific community, public health communicators, media gatekeepers, and the public. In this study, we aim to identify the efficacy of the vertical (top-down) dissemination of information from authorities and public health experts through traditional media and compare that with the efficacy of the horizontal spread of information (i.e., the peer-to-peer dissemination of information on social media) at the beginning of a public health crisis with political implications. The findings can help guide communication and media professionals to allocate their resources better and place more emphasis on the dissemination means that are likely to have the most effect on the formation of the public agenda in future crises—which in turn, could result in a more cohesive response and better management of the crises.

2.1. Empirical expectations and questions

Based on the preceding literature review, we generate several testable hypotheses and empirical questions we need to explore to answer our primary research question. Given that agendamelding is born out of the agenda-setting line of research, our first hypothesis seeks to establish a second-level agenda-setting effect, or the notion that the attributes used by mass media to describe an issue prompt the public to describe those issues using the same attributes (Ghanem, 1997; McCombs et al., 1997; Lopez-Escobar et al., 1998). Therefore, instead of “the agenda,” we will use “the attribute agenda” to perform our analyses.

**H1:** There is a positive correlation between the attributes used by the mass media (e.g., traditional media) to describe COVID-19 and the attributes used by the public (e.g., tweets) to discuss the same issue.

The agenda community attraction formula requires a second correlation (in addition to the one hypothesized above) between the social media agenda and the public agenda. Therefore, we hypothesize:

**H2:** There is a positive correlation between the attributes used on social media to describe COVID-19 and the attributes used by the public to describe the same issue.

To take a holistic approach and evaluate the contribution of various sources of information to the public attribute agenda on COVID-19, we will address the following empirical questions:

**EQ1:** To what extent do traditional media, social media, and the personal preferences of individuals explain the variations in the public attribute agenda on COVID-19?

**EQ2:** How do public sentiments about COVID-19 change over time?

In other words, how do the three sources of information about COVID-19 impact each other and the public agenda over time? And finally:

**EQ3:** Which source of information best explains the changes in public sentiment toward COVID-19?

3. Data and method

3.1. Traditional media sample

To get a sense of the agenda during the early days of the pandemic, we created constructed week samples of major newspapers and television network news programming between January 11, 2020, and June 28, 2020. Constructed week samples, which follow Riffe et al. (1996, 2014), control for sources of “systematic variation” in the issue coverage. Specifically, we sampled newspaper articles about the virus appearing in The New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, The Los Angeles Times, and the Washington Post. We chose these papers for our sample because they are in the top portion of newspapers in circulation in the United States and cover national and regionally specific audiences (e.g., L.A. Times for the west coast). For broadcast and television programming, we sampled transcripts of ABC World News Tonight, CBS Evening News, NBC Nightly News, and MSNBC’s Rachel Maddow Show, Fox’s Hannity, and CNN’s Anderson Cooper 360. Like the newspaper sample, these selected shows give us the broadest set of media agendas transmitted via traditional means and cover both broadcast and cable news outlets. To generate our dataset, we constructed 1 week of each of the four papers and the five broadcast programs for each month in the study period (January 2020–June 2020).¹

---

¹ Initially, we attempted to include data from December 2019 to ensure we captured both horizontal and vertical media activity from the absolute start.
We employed three human coders to code for “attributes” or frames. Using a codebook, the coders trained to code the sample for the attributes used to describe the issue of COVID-19. To develop the universe of attributes coded in our analysis we follow Ogbodo et al. (2020), who use content analysis to identify a standard set of frames used in world news outlets during the onset of the pandemic. We use their attributes to observe the extent to which these frames are present in United States-based news outlets and to link these attributes to horizontal (i.e., social media posts by average users) information dissemination. The unit of analysis for newspaper articles is individual headlines and ledes. For the broadcast artifacts, we use propositional units (i.e., each paragraph of text for a segment on COVID-19) for coding, whereby each proposition in the program is considered entirely regardless of its length. After coding was complete, we removed the Maddow, Hannity, and Cooper items from our traditional media sample and included them in our social media sample as “heavily partisan talk shows that focus on the vertical media agendas but offer a different spin” represent horizontal media (Shaw et al., 2019, p. 63). The process resulted in a sample of close to eight thousand ($n = 7,970$) headlines, ledes, and propositions about COVID-19 in the 6 months of the study.

The human coders were trained to identify the presence of as many as 14 attributes selected through a review of the literature on the media coverage of COVID-19 in the sample (e.g., see Ogbodo et al., 2020). To ensure intercoder reliability, a subsample of 158 units was double-coded by all three coders. A Krippendorff’s Alpha inter-coder reliability test indicated that the content was coded reliably ($\alpha = 0.782$). See Appendix B for a list of intercoder reliability for each attribute.

3.2. Social media sample

To assess the extent to which and how people in the United States discussed the COVID-19 pandemic, we use a dataset of tweets from Twitter.com. Twitter, one of the world’s most popular social media sites, is a valid tool for this kind of analysis because it allows individuals to engage with each other in real time without any traditional gatekeeping on information or credentials. Also worth noting, Twitter can be a valuable macro barometer for American public opinion and public sentiment (Vargo et al., 2014b; Karami et al., 2018) even if the user base for Twitter is not generally representative of the American public as a whole (Wojcik and Hughes, 2019). Crucially, we are trying to explain and assess how traditional and horizontal media communicate to and reflect each other; we want to evaluate and measure how these media engage with each other. Twitter is an ideal forum for data to capture this phenomenon.

Given the discrepancy in the naming of the virus in the early days of the pandemic, we created a list of 27 keywords through a preliminary content analysis of tweets and media coverage in the early days of the pandemic. The keywords ranged from the now-conventional “COVID,” “COVID19,” and “COVID-19,” to names like “Corona Virus,” “CoronaVirus,” “nCov,” and even xenophobic names like “China Virus,” and “Wuhan Virus,” that were used by some people, including the then-president of the United States, Donald J. Trump (Rahman, 2021). We developed the list of keywords in the early days of the pandemic. Gallagher et al. (2021) conducted a thorough search for the keywords to refer
TABLE 1 Weekly Spearman’s rho correlations between traditional (vertical) media attribute agenda and the public agenda (H1) and Social (horizontal) media attribute agenda and the public agenda (H2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Vertical media agenda setting (H1)</th>
<th>Horizontal media agenda setting (H2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2020-01-06 to 2020-01-12</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-01-13 to 2020-01-19</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-01-20 to 2020-01-26</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-01-27 to 2020-02-02</td>
<td>0.55*</td>
<td>0.489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-02-03 to 2020-02-09</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>0.482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-02-10 to 2020-02-16</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-02-17 to 2020-02-23</td>
<td>0.548*</td>
<td>0.561*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-02-24 to 2020-03-01</td>
<td>0.54*</td>
<td>0.536*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-03-02 to 2020-03-08</td>
<td>0.600*</td>
<td>0.625*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-03-09 to 2020-03-15</td>
<td>0.554*</td>
<td>0.562*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-03-16 to 2020-03-22</td>
<td>0.623*</td>
<td>0.65*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-03-23 to 2020-03-29</td>
<td>0.557*</td>
<td>0.508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-03-30 to 2020-04-05</td>
<td>0.709**</td>
<td>0.701**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-04-06 to 2020-04-12</td>
<td>0.654*</td>
<td>0.649*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-04-13 to 2020-04-19</td>
<td>0.725**</td>
<td>0.74**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-04-20 to 2020-04-26</td>
<td>0.762**</td>
<td>0.767**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-04-27 to 2020-05-03</td>
<td>0.689**</td>
<td>0.698**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-05-25 to 2020-05-31</td>
<td>0.605*</td>
<td>0.535*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-06-01 to 2020-06-07</td>
<td>0.692**</td>
<td>0.736**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-06-08 to 2020-06-14</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>0.519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-06-15 to 2020-06-21</td>
<td>0.605*</td>
<td>0.571*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-06-22 to 2020-06-28</td>
<td>0.686**</td>
<td>0.557*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates significance at $p \leq 0.05$ level; **$p \leq 0.01$; ***$p \leq 0.001$.

4. Results

To test our hypotheses, the media sample and the Twitter sample datasets were organized by week ($N = 22$). Then, the attribute agenda of each dataset is determined by ranking the salience of each attribute in each week for both datasets based on the frequency of the attributes used.

Our first hypothesis posits there is a correlation between the traditional media agenda and the public agenda. Spearman’s rho correlations between the attribute agenda of the traditional media sample and the attribute agenda of the tweets in our sample that were not originated by traditional media accounts were statistically significant in 16 of the 22 weeks in our study timeframe, partially supporting the first hypothesis (H1). The second hypothesis predicts a correlation between the social (horizontal) media attribute and public attribute agendas. Spearman’s rho correlations between the attribute agenda of the traditional media sample and the attribute agenda of the tweets in our sample that did not mention any traditional media revealed statistically significant correlations between the two in 14 of the 22 weeks in our study timeframe, again, demonstrating partial support for our hypothesis (H2). Table 1 displays the week-by-week correlations along with the

To the pandemic based on a complete dataset of COVID-19 tweets and identified a total of 570 keywords that capture the body of global tweets about the pandemic. The 27 keywords we used in our study are among the 570 used by Gallagher et al. (2021), but some keywords about the pandemic outside the United States (e.g., coronavirusindia, coronavirusitalia, etc.), keywords not in English, and keywords about developments that happened after we launched our study (e.g., “drive-through testing,” “phase 1 trial,” etc.) are missing from our list of keywords.

Using a Python script, we collected 224 million unique tweets containing at least one of the keywords occurring between January 2020 and June 2020. To ensure that only users’ sentiments from the United States were captured, we extracted only tweets with a United States geotag to form the sampling population ($N = 54$ million), of which 6 million tweets ($n = 6,161,735$) were randomly sampled for analysis. We then separated the tweets posted by or mentioned traditional media accounts ($n = 53,311$) as they represent the information disseminated by vertical media, albeit on a social media platform. Retweets and tweets that mentioned other (but non-traditional) media accounts were also separated ($n = 1,249,401$) to represent the social (horizontal) media. The remaining tweets that did not mention another account ($n = 4,859,023$) represent the personal views and beliefs of the tweeter.

We built and trained several supervised machine learning models using the coded traditional media sample to content-analyze the sample of tweets. These include models trained using Apple’s Core ML Transfer Learning model, TensorFlow Keras models, Scikit-learn models, and Google’s AutoML models. After comparing the accuracy of the models, we used one of Google’s AutoML models with a precision of 74.38% (the highest among the models we trained) to code the Twitter sample.

AutoML is part of Google’s Natural Language Processing (NLP) API, among the most popular and accurate machine learning tools for text classification and sentiment analysis among scholars (Hopkins and King, 2010; O’Connor et al., 2010; Franch, 2013). To ensure inter-coder reliability, we hand-coded a sub-sample ($n = 100$) of the tweets coded with our AutoML model. A Krippendorff’s Alpha test indicates that the machine learning model coded the tweets reliably ($\alpha = 0.726$).

In addition to content analyzing the tweets, the tweet ID, the tweeter’s handle, the number of retweets the tweet received, the location from which the tweet originated, and the URLs mentioned in the tweet were also extracted. Additionally, we determined whether the tweet was authored by the user or a retweet (in which case, the handle of the original author was also extracted.). We used this information to determine whether the tweet represented the opinions of the tweeter (and should be included in the public attribute agenda sample), or the propagation of the opinions expressed in other tweets or media outlets (social media attribute agenda sample). Retweets and tweets including a link to an external source were classified as traditional/vertical if the original author of the tweet (in case of retweets) or the sources mentioned in the tweet met the traditional/vertical criteria as laid out by Shaw et al. (2019); otherwise, they were coded as social/horizontal.
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major COVID-related events. Figure 2 displays the major events that took place each week alongside the traditional (vertical) media and social (horizontal) media attribute agenda correlations for the week.

These correlations show the extent to which traditional media and Twitter users used the same language to discuss the COVID-19 pandemic. It is essential to note that the non-significant correlations occurred in the early weeks of the pandemic when there was not even a consensus on the name of the virus and can be explained by the equivocal coverage of the pandemic. Thus, these results provide strong justification to support the first two hypotheses.

To address the empirical questions, we use the Agenda Community Attraction (ACA) formula (Shaw et al., 2019) to calculate the contribution of the personal attribute agenda of Twitter users to the public attribute agenda.

Our first empirical question asks: To what extent do traditional media, social media, and the personal preferences of individuals explain the variations in the public attribute agenda on COVID-19? Given that we have, through H1 and H2, identified both the traditional (vertical) media attribute agenda-setting correlations and the social (horizontal) attribute agenda-setting, the predicted and actual contribution of personal attribute agenda to the public agenda can be calculated. We applied the ACA formula but used attribute agenda setting values in lieu of agenda setting values to estimate the personal attribute agenda. Table 2, which is modeled after McCombs et al. (2014) representation of personal agenda, compares the theoretical and actual contribution of personal attribute agenda to the public agenda (p. 798).

Figure 3 graphs the values reported in Tables 1, 2 similar to how Shaw et al. (2019) illustrated the changes in the contribution of various sources to the public agenda (p. 94, 95, and 114). The figure displays the changes in the contribution of the personal attribute agenda to public opinion on COVID-19 compared to the traditional (vertical) media attribute agenda and social (horizontal) attribute agenda over the span of the first 6 months of the pandemic.

As Figure 3 demonstrates, at the onset of the pandemic in January 2020, people almost exclusively relied on their own attitudes. Still, by the 1st week of February, their attitudes converged with the traditional media, in that their reliance on their preexisting attitudes drastically reduced (to 0.4 from 0.8 2 weeks earlier) and their reliance on traditional media increased (to 0.5 from 0.1 2 weeks earlier) and their reliance on horizontal media increased (to 0.4 from 0.1 2 weeks earlier). From the 2nd week of February 2020, traditional media and social media managed to take over and set the attribute agenda of the conversation around COVID-19. In May 2020, social media and other non-traditional media (which include heavily partisan media) managed to become the dominant attribute agenda setters on the issue of COVID-19.

We employed a series of autoregressive integrated moving-average (ARIMA) time-series modeling analyses to address the second question. ARIMA models are often used with time-series first- and second-level agenda-setting analysis and are recognized as an effective way to predict dependent variables (Kim et al., 2016). ARIMA was first proposed for journalism research in 1981 (Maisel and Wunsch, 1981). ARIMA models can model stationary and autocorrelation components (Gonzenbach, 1996), which has resulted in an “overwhelming majority of agenda-setting research” relying on ARIMA modeling for time series analyses (Vargo, 2011).

One of the requirements of time-series analysis is a minimum of 30 to 40 time points (Sayre et al., 2010). To meet this requirement, we used daily data (as opposed to weekly data used in hypothesis testing). Given this transition, there were days in which neither traditional media content nor Twitter met the sampling criteria and had to be removed from the sample resulting in 94 data points. Therefore, the minimum data point requirement is met.

---

4 For weekly Spearman’s rho correlations between traditional (vertical) media attribute agenda and Social (horizontal) media attribute agenda (see Appendix C).
Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests for each of the three variables (i.e., traditional/vertical media, social/horizontal media, and personal preferences) revealed that the time series is stationary. Stationary time series have linear tendencies characterized by short-term variations but long-term stability and, therefore, do not have seasonality or trends. Table 3 displays the results of the ADF test.

ARIMA (1,0,1)—i.e., 1 day lag added to the model, zero difference to produce stationary data, and 1 day lag added to the error term—models find all three variables are significant predictors of the public attribute agenda on the issue of COVID, while zero lag ARIMAs (0,0,0) finds significance for personal preferences and social media, but not traditional media. The first model using traditional media correlations explained more than 96% of the variance in the public attribute agenda ($R^2 = 0.963$) in the period of the study.

Overall, Traditional media ($\beta = 0.778$, $p < 0.001$) had the strongest effect on how the public perceived the Coronavirus, followed by social media ($\beta = 0.431$, $p < 0.001$) and the audiences’ personal agenda ($\beta = 0.311$, $p < 0.001$). Figure 4 demonstrates how our ARIMA (1,0,1) model’s predictions using the vertical media correlation values compare with the observed public attribute agenda values.

In sum, the results demonstrate significant relationships between the attributes used by traditional media to describe the issue of COVID-19 and attribute agendas of social media and the personal attribute agenda of audiences.

5. Findings and discussion

5.1. General implications

By incorporating an attribute agenda melding approach and the ARIMA time-series analysis, this study looks at the relationships between the different attributes used in traditional media to describe COVID-19 and attributes used by social media and audiences to describe the virus. Our findings support the notion that audiences meld attribute agendas from different sources of information to form their opinions about an issue—in this case, COVID-19. Specifically, the attributes of traditional media, social media, and the audience’s personal attributes were all positively correlated with the public attribute agenda.
5.2. Explaining differences in ACA predictions and empirical findings

In several weeks of our analysis timeframe, we observed a significantly higher contribution of personal preferences than the ACA predicted. This means that during those weeks, Twitter users relied more on their own understanding and language to discuss the COVID-19 pandemic. While in some weeks, the difference between the expected and actual values was within the established 0.15 ACA margin of error ($n = 9$), in most weeks, the differences were within $\pm 0.3$.

This discrepancy between the ACA prediction and the actual values may stem from the disjointed way information was disseminated in the media during this early period of the pandemic. For instance, the first confirmed case of COVID-19 was detected on December 1, 2019, in Wuhan, China (Wu et al., 2020). However, it was not reported to the WHO until December 31, and the organization did not give it the 2019-nCoV name until January 7, 2020. The Wuhan Municipal Health Commission reported the first death on January 11th. The first confirmed case on US soil (in Washington State) was not identified until January 21 (CNN Editorial Research, 2021). As late as January 23, 2020, the WHO maintained that it was “too early to consider that this event is a Public Health Emergency of International Concern” (WHO, 2020, p. 2). It was not until January 29 that the White House announced that it was forming a taskforce to help monitor and contain the spread of the virus. This announcement marked an uptick in media reports about COVID-19. In fact, in our media sample, we barely had double-digit media reports about the virus until the week of January 20 (see Figure 3), which is to be expected as we are exclusively focusing on U.S. media and attitudes.

Given the scarcity of news reports about the virus and the absence of agreement among news organizations (and even health organizations) on how to describe the virus—in other words, the absence of a media attribute agenda about the...
To better understand how the agendas of the media and the public differed during this period, it is instructive to look at examples.
5.2.1. Illustrative examples

Figures 6, 7 display the changes in attribute ranking for February 3–9 and February 10–16, respectively. In the 1st week, “misinformation” was the number one attribute coded in the social media sample. However, it was the second least common attribute in the traditional media sample. For the traditional media, the most common attribute used to discuss COVID-19 is “economic consequences,” but that attribute is in the middle of the pack for social media users. Moving on to the 2nd week, we see again that social media users most commonly use misinformation when discussing COVID-19 between February 10–16, while—again—this is the second least used attribute among traditional media in our sample. For this week, in the traditional media sample, “fear and panic” is the most common attribute, which is the second most common attribute for Twitter users in our sample.

The point here is that during this early stage of the pandemic, we can ascribe the absence of significant correlations in those 2 weeks to the organic rise of misinformation on social media before traditional media had a chance to disambiguate misconceptions about the virus.

The only week after February 2020 where no correlations are found is June 8, 2020, to June 14, 2020. Again, “misinformation” ranked first in our Twitter sample but second to last in our media sample. In this week, “fear and panic” stories about COVID-19 dominated our media sample, followed by “social distancing” (ranked fifth in the Twitter sample) and “economic consequences” (ranked sixth in the Twitter sample). Figure 8 shows the relative ranking, by sample, for this week. Because it ranked so highly for the early pandemic period on social media, it may be instructive to look at some “misinformation” examples to understand how they are coded. To reiterate, we are building from previously published studies on relevant attributes, but our coders (human and machine) are doing original work.

As a first example, some of the tweets categorized as “misinformation” by our model during this period were the usual conspiracy theories that question the information provided by official sources, such as this one by conservative political commentator Steven Crowder (@scrowder), whose now-deleted tweet, “Was anything we were told about the coronavirus true?,” was retweeted by more than two thousand people.

Other misinformation examples include this tweet by Senator Rand Paul, “Good News! People who catch coronavirus but have no symptoms rarely spread the disease. Translation: sending kids back to school does not require millions of test kits. Asymptomatic spread of coronavirus is ‘very rare,’ WHO says.” The tweet has since been retweeted more than 6,000 times and is considered “misinformation” for Sen. Paul’s editorialization of the actual WHO report.

However, a possible explanation for the discrepancy in the misinformation ranking between the media and Twitter is the rise of tweets containing misinformation in the aftermath of the Minneapolis city council’s decision to disband the police department in the wake of the Black Lives Matter protests. These posts made it to the sample because they either contained a
COVID-19 hashtag or addressed aspects of the pandemic in addition to the BLM movement. Because people using social media may say nearly anything they would like when highly salient events are happening simultaneously, it is natural that social media users would discuss them in the same posts.

Many of the tweets our model labeled as “misinformation” in this period are from accounts that have since been suspended and include posts like this, from @Tombx7M, saying that “in the police free future…Remember this in November. Protect your family by voting the radical out #MorningJoe #protest2020 #covid19.” Our model classified this tweet as “misinformation” for inclusion of the phrase “police free future” as a matter of fact, with no qualifier. Another example of such tweets is this one from the now-suspended account of @LehneSue, which said, “@realDonaldTrump COVID19 ACROSS THE COUNTRY, DEM MAYOR & GOVERNOR OK WITH PROTESTORS, OK WITH RIOTERS, VIOLENCE https://t.co/ APK6Sy1cxT.” Again, despite being only marginally related to the pandemic, this tweet was included in our sample and was labeled as “misinformation” by our model—as Democratic mayors and governors openly condemned riots and violence.

Although some of these tweets may seem only marginally related to the disease and the virus, they were a big part of the civil discourse at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic was politicized and used as a political tool, and much of the COVID-19 fact-checks were about claims made by, or about, politicians (Luengo and García-Marín, 2020). Leaving these tweets out of the analysis would ignore a large part of the audience's traditional media and social media diet.

5.3. Traditional media can affect social media attributes

Our time series analysis demonstrated that attribute agendas of traditional media influence the attribute agendas on social media. In the literature, an intermedia agenda-setting relationship has
been found between traditional media and various online platforms such as political blogs, YouTube videos, and Twitter (Meraz, 2009; Sayre et al., 2010; Vargo, 2011; Kim et al., 2016; Guo and Vargo, 2020). Since journalists in mainstream media use Twitter as a source for news gathering and interacting with their users, the effect of traditional media on social media has been questioned. Some scholars argue that social media have become the leading agenda setters because of their ability to influence the attention devoted to a particular issue (Ceron et al., 2016); others have proposed that social media users source and distribute their own information independent of traditional media (Newmann et al., 2012). Given that our zero-lag model did not find a significant effect of traditional media on the public attribute agenda, but our one-day-lag model did, we can attribute at least some of the variation in social media attribute agenda to mainstream media.

Lending further support to this argument is the absence of any traditional media or social media effect on public agenda in the early weeks of the pandemic when there was no cohesive media attribute agenda regarding COVID-19. This increased uncertainty among audiences and highlighted their need for orientation (NFO), which is defined as the driving force behind an individual’s desire to get information from the media and has been used to explain why individuals are affected differently by agenda-setting effects (Camaj and Weaver, 2013; Camaj, 2014). When the need for orientation is high (e.g., during a global pandemic with a novel virus), audiences look to the media for clues to make sense of the world around them (Weaver, 1980). The equivocal response of traditional media in the early days of the pandemic prompted the public to rely more on their personal preference when melding agendas. The heightened ambiguity laid the groundwork for a robust agenda-setting effect when the media finally converged and arrived at a unified attribute agenda. Our results are in line with Lee et al. (2022) finding that individuals with moderate or high NFO tended “to get information about COVID-19 from all the media—vertical media, conservative and liberal horizontal media, and social media” as opposed to just traditional (vertical) media or just social (horizontal) media (p. 19).

By separating tweets from traditional media accounts and those citing traditional media sources from organic tweets that do not rely on traditional media for information (at least explicitly), we attempted to unblur the line between traditional media on Twitter and the Twitterverse. Our findings show that an attribute agendamelding process is at play between conventional media, social media, and the personal preferences of audiences during the early days of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States.

6. Conclusions

We started this project by asking: How are attitudes formed in the 21st Century, and who set the attribute agenda for the initial
COVID-19 coverage in the United States? The findings show that in the early weeks of the pandemic, public opinion on Twitter about the virus was distinctly different from the coverage of the issue in traditional media. The attributes used to describe it on social media demonstrate users relying on their past experiences and personal beliefs to talk about the virus. In the 1st week of February, public opinion, traditional media, and social media converged, but traditional media soon became the leading agenda setter of COVID-19 for 13 weeks. However, for the final 5 weeks of our sample, traditional media are taken over by social media. The findings also show that aside from a few weeks at the onset of the outbreak, Twitter users relied on their personal experiences far less than what statistical models predict and allowed traditional media and social media to shape their opinion of the issue. In sum, the findings support that traditional media can play a crucial role in driving the agenda during a pandemic.

The practical implications of our project are helpful for public health practitioners and crisis communicators. Our findings suggest that audiences likely rely on traditional media for information in the face of an unknown phenomenon. When traditional media disseminate unequivocal information and there is agreement between various traditional sources of information. However, if traditional media present equivocal information with little to no agreement, audiences rely on their own personal experience to make sense of the uncertainty, which results in a cacophony of unverified, mis-, or even disinformation. Public health practitioners and crisis communicators can prevent this by presenting a unified front and disseminating good information at the onset of the crisis through traditional media.

Despite this study’s theoretical and practical contributions, there are caveats with any research. First, the sample size of our traditional media will prevent wide generalization of our findings. We use only four papers in the United States and six television programs. While these outlets indeed represent mainstream traditional media, they are not the universe of American newspaper and television outlets. Furthermore, although we collected data using systematic methods thought to be as exhaustive as possible, the sample is not a census. Similarly, we are focused only on the first 6 months of the COVID-19 pandemic. We specifically focus on this period because the attributes used to discuss and frame media coverage are negotiated early during novel crisis events, but attributes change over time. Larger data sets that include more extensive time periods and more keywords could be used to analyze the attribute agendameting process.

The coding categories of the attributes could also pose a limitation. To compensate for this drawback, the coding categories were created based on existing studies of COVID and conducted intercoder reliability tests after training coders. Despite several studies using content analysis on COVID-19-related media (e.g., Ogbodo et al., 2020; Gallagher et al., 2021) there needs to be consistent operationalization and categorization of issue and attribute agendas in the literature. We add to this conversation, but future scholars should attempt to develop comprehensive operational definitions of these concepts.

There are also concerns about using machine learning models to code tweets. Our model has a relatively high accuracy rate and an intercoder reliability test conducted on a subsample of tweets. These should allay some of the concerns associated with computer-assisted coding. However, asymmetrical data (in terms of the differences in the length of units in the training data compared to the length of units in the final data) always poses a challenge. Furthermore, we do not assess or identify partisanship or assign an ideological valence to tweets in our sample. There is no doubt partisanship played a significant role in responses to the pandemic as time moved forward, but that is not something we account for in this study.

Finally, the time frame of the data is limited because we collected it during the first 6 months of the COVID-19 pandemic. It remains to be seen if data collected over a more extended period will support the findings of our work presented here.
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